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Recommended Software and Resources

Adobe Acrobat – to convert transcribed documents to PDF and add digital labels .
Photoshop – to “clean up” dark or faded documents
Library database software such as Endnote or the open-source Firefox add-on Zotero – to create document lists
required by Minimum Standard for claim submission; to track transcribers’ or researchers ' notes about documents that
require transcription.
Voice Recognition Software such as Dragon Naturally Speaking.

General Procedure for Document Transcription
A.      Obtain Documents
B.      Identify documents that require transcription
C.      Transcribe document
D.      Review transcript for accuracy
E.       Finalize transcripts for inclus ion in claim submission
 

A.     Obtain Documents
 
Documents Preparation
Transcription of documents can be minimized or made easier by obtaining the best possible, most legible and least modified
original copy. Follow these principles when obtaining documents:
 

1.       Obtain legible copies of all documents
2.       Obtain complete copies
3.       Ensure your documents are properly sourced

 
1.      Obtain Best Possible Legible Copies of All Documents
To obtain legible copies of documents you may have to contend with the following factors:
 
1.a. Original Documents in Poor Condition
Archival documents are often stored in conditions that do not protect them from deterioration. As a result, documents can be
brittle, discoloured, or faded.
 
You may be prevented from touching or photocopying badly-damaged documents.  Commonly used documents may be
available as photocopies in order to protect the originals . If they are not, ask the archivist or librarian to make an electronic
scan or take a digital photograph of the document.
 
Researchers should use newer, well-maintained microfilm machines with lenses in good condition in order to obtain the best
copy possible.  When possible use microfilm reels  that are subject to lower volume usage.
 
Make a note of it if there are any marks on the original document from its  creator, the repository where it was stored, the
microfilm reel from which it was obtained or another source. You will be expected to provide comments on mark ups when
processing documents for submiss ion to SCB. This  will be discussed further in section C.6.
 
If a document is  in particularly poor condition or if the handwriting is  difficult to read, you will have to transcribe the
document.
 
1.b. Illegible Copies of Original Documents
All the elements legible on the original document must be legible on the copy. This  includes the main body of text or diagram,
the author and recipient's  names and addresses,all marginal notations, and (if applicable) any reference information
appearing on the document.

Photocopies cannot always capture faded ink. For example, an original letter may photocopy well but any marginal notations
made by a different pen might be too faint to read. Adjust the copier resolution to capture these variations.
 



2.      Obtain Complete Copies
Document copies must be complete and clearly vis ible. Include all the information on the document; including dates, author
and recipient, and any source information such as file number.   Nothing should obscure the document in the copying
process, such as your hands, sticky notes, or folded pages.  An example of a poorly copied document is  below:
 

Example of a poor quality document. Note that the date and text are obscured, and two pages are merged into a single page (UBCIC Collection)

 
 
If you only require an excerpt of a document, the portion you copy must show the author, recipient, date and source
information or the document will be considered incomplete. It can be very frustrating to have to return to a resource
institution to retrieve miss ing or poorly copied pages.
 
3.      Ensure Your Documents Are Properly Sourced
 Provide proper citation information for each document, including complete information on where each document copy was
obtained.  Following a thorough sourcing procedure will authenticate the document and facilitate a return to the original
source of the document for any required additional copies.
 
The source information that you collect and track will be listed in your document index.  You will also need to label each page
of a specific document with the source information.  This  is  the only additional writing that should appear on the document.
Where possible, provide this  information on discreet labels , either physical or computer-generated.  Detailed labeling
procedures will be addressed in section C.4.  Provide enough information to allow you or someone else to locate the original
source. 
 
Do not make marks on originals!  Researchers should maintain the integrity of an original document by refraining from
altering the document in any way. Avoid circling, underlining, or highlighting text on original documents.  Further, do not make
any research notes directly on documents as the SCB will likely reject these documents as not meeting the Minimum
Standard.  More information on how to deal with mark ups is  below.

 
 



 
 
B.     Identify Documents that Require Transcription
Some documents may require transcription depending on their original quality or on the legibility of the handwriting. The
identification of documents that require transcription should take place once the research report is  complete and the set of
original documents for submiss ion is  finalized. Identifying documents for transcription at this  point rather than during an
earlier phase of the research process could save time and effort s ince not all documents gathered and reviewed are included
in the final submitted claim.   Examine each document individually us ing the criteria below to determine if the quality is  high
enough to meet the Minimum Standard.
 
 
1. Typewritten Original Documents
Generally, handwritten documents will make up the bulk of your documents that require transcription.  In order to meet a
changing Minimum Standard, however, some typewritten documents may require transcription.  This  will be the case if you
have a typewritten document that is  blurry or difficult to read.  Apply the same standards when deciding if a typewritten
document should be transcribed as you would in examining a handwritten document.  Do not assume that because a
document is  not handwritten that it will automatically be accepted as meeting the Minimum Standard.
 
2. Identification Criteria

Photocopy marks that make the main text or other elements of the document (such as marginalia) challenging to make
out
Ink that has been smudged and appears blurry
Small text
Different letter shapes than are currently standard
Frequent use of abbreviations that are no longer in use and therefore can be difficult to interpret
Extremely s lanted handwriting
Spacing issues - letters or words that are very close together to the point of being hard to read
Other handwriting issues that could be challenging for a reader
Typewritten text that is  blurry or unclear in any way

 
Identifying documents for transcription will always involve some degree of judgement on the part of the person preparing the
claim and/or the affiliated legal team.  The criteria listed above are some generally applicable standards, though.  Overall, a
good indicator that a document requires transcription is  if a person with little experiencing reading historical documents
would struggle to get through the document.  There is  an important distinction to be made here: If the document text is
challenging to read, you need a transcription but you probably need a new and better copy if more than a few words are
impossible to read.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
3. Examples of Documents Requiring Transcription
The following are some examples of original documents that would require transcription:
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
4. Marginalia-Only Transcriptions
Sometimes an original document will contain legible main text but illegible marginalia.  In these cases, only the marginalia
needs to be transcribed.  It is  best to consult with your legal counsel or the claim submitter in order to identify such
documents.  Below is  an example of a document and the accompanying transcription for which only the marginalia was
transcribed.
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. Documents Not Requiring Transcription
An original document would not require transcription if it is  clear, legibly printed or typed, and generally easy-to-read.  Here
are some examples:

 



 



 
 

C.     Transcribe Document
Once you have determined if an original document is  unclear, in poor condition, or otherwise difficult to decipher, you will
have to transcribe it.
 
Transcription of a document occurs in several stages, including:

1.       Transcription and formatting of basic text
2.       Review and Revis ion of Transcription draft
3.       Finalizing Transcription
4.       Labelling Transcription and saving in PDF Format
5.       Submiss ion and Storage of Typescripts

 
1.      Transcription and formatting of basic text
At this  stage, a better copy of the original document may be obtained or an existing digital copy may be accessed.  When
obtaining original documents, some precautions can be taken to avoid the necessity of transcription. For more information on
obtaining best possible copies, refer to section A.
 



Transcribe the original document word for word, replicating the formatting in the original document.  This  includes spacing,
line breaks, page breaks, and headers and footers.  Recreate every textual detail from the original document in your
typescript. Include all of the information on the document including date, marginalia, author, and recipient in your
transcription.
 
Non-textual elements, such as a large scratch on the page, are generally noted in the "Transcriber’s  Notes" section in the
Endnote Library or whatever bibliographic database you are using.  This  field should be included in the final Document List
that is  presented to SCB as a component of the claim. (Document Lists  will be addressed in greater detail later on in this
guide.) These notations may also be made on the transcribed documents (ie., transcriptions) themselves, depending on
which system for recording Transcriber’s  Notes you use. 
 
1.a. Form and Content
 

Use original spellings and punctuation
Record abbreviations as they are recorded (do not use s ic)
Use a strike-through typing effect to duplicate the formatting of any crossed-out text
Underline words in your transcription that are underlined in the original document. Bold text and italicized text within
original documents should also be duplicated in the transcription.
If text is  written above the line, transcribe it in superscript.  Do not add any characters, such as ‘^,’ but do transcribe
them if they appear in the original document.  See image below.

 

 
1.b. Legibility
 

Illegible text can result from the original author's  messy writing, a low-quality photocopy, or a page being cut-off during
document collection.  It is  the transcriber's  job to account for these illegible words by noting them in the transcription.  Do
not insert guesses about what a word may be.  You should also avoid inserting question marks or other ambiguous
punctuation.  The overall goal of a transcription is  to make the document more clear; inserting guesses or text such as
"[don't know word??]" achieves the opposite.  To ensure clarity, you can indicate that you do not know a word by marking
it as illegible.

 
If text is  lost/illegible , use square brackets - [   ] - to indicate that word(s) are miss ing or illegible.   In the instance of an
illegible word, you would write "[illegible word]" at the exact point in the transcription that the word would otherwise
appear.  It is  important to note that the square brackets alone (without a descriptive Transcriber's  Note contained within)
are not an acceptable way to convey that the transcriber is  omitting illegible text.  Square brackets are merely intended to
show that the text contained within is  a transcriber's  note that does not come from the original document.   

 
 



 
 

If text is  obscured on the original document by binding or other physical features, make the best copy possible and
indicate the state of the original in the Transcriber's  Notes. The example below shows marginalia that is  obscured by
binding and a sample transcription and transcriber’s  note for the same marginalia:

 

 



    
 
1.c. Excerpts and large Documents

Transcribe entire short documents.
 

Transcribe relevant sections of larger documents (paragraphs, pages, etc.).  For these cases, write “extract” in
document description (see “transcriber’s  notes”).
Introductory pages, such as the cover sheet of a telegraph, generally do not need to be transcribed.

 
1.d. Specialized Documents
 
Field Books or documents with difficult formatting
Survey field books create a unique challenge s ince their format and some symbols are difficult to duplicate. General
guidelines are below but these will have to be dealt with on a case by case basis .
-          Do not transcribe entire field books
-          Transcribe only pages referred to
-          Insert an image of a s ingle page into a WORD document then transcribe that page using the guidelines for all
          transcriptions beside the original. See example below.
 

 
 
 



 
 Documents Transcribed by others and not formatted according to these guidelines
Some already-formatted transcripts (such as Robin Fisher’s  Sproat letters) do not follow original spacing, page breaks, or
page numbering and will need to be edited accordingly.
 
2.      Review and Revision of Transcription draft
This is  the time to carefully review the transcriptions - check for accuracy and consistency in each typescript.  At this  point,
make sure that all illegible words are labeled as such and that marginalia is  marked on the page.  Ensure that the formatting
of the text replicates that of the original document. If transcription was performed by a Research Assistant, the Researcher
responsible for the claim should check the transcriptions.  Review all the steps from the above stage to confirm that all
typescripts are thorough and accurate. Employing thefile structure described below your transcripts will be saved in the folder
“Transcripts – First Drafts” at this  stage.  Once you have completed your review, move the files to the folder “Transcripts –
Reviewed.”  After the transcription has been revised, it will still be an unlabeled Word document.
 
3.      Finalizing Transcription
You can begin finalizing all of your transcriptions once your revis ions have been completed.  As with other documents used in
the claim, a physical copy of each typescript is  stored at this  stage.  Generally, the typescripts are filed in the same folder as
(or directly next to) their corresponding original documents and these physical and digital copies are stored by the research
organization as part of a larger physical collection of the claim documents.  The file name should be identical on both the
digital copy and the physical copy as this  will link the two vers ions.  Your files can now be saved in a folder labeled
“Transcriptions – Finalized.”
 
 
4.      Saving Transcriptions in PDF and Adding Digital Labels
4.a. Saving in PDF Format
The typescript is  saved as a PDF when it is  fully complete .  These PDF files should be saved in a separate location to ensure
that they are not confused with earlier vers ions of the transcriptions.  The typescript cannot be easily altered past this  point,
so it is  wise to keep your earlier, non-PDF copies of the typescript in an easy-to-find location.  Store your PDF format
transcriptions separately from earlier vers ions in a folder called “Transcriptions – Labeled and in PDF Format” once you have
completed this  stage.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
4.b.Original Document and Transcription Labeling
Documents and their transcriptions are labeled before being submitted as the Minimum Standard requires that each page of
a document is  labeled.  This  can be done manually (with a printed label that lists  the citation information) or digitally (us ing a
PDF writer program).  Labelling documents digitally is  an especially good option when there is  little room in the margins of a
document due to large text, abnormal formatting, or marginalia.
Below is  an example of a document that contains a label with correct source information:
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
4.c. Adding Digital Labels with a PDF Writer
Any vers ion of Adobe Acrobat that allows you to author and edit PDFs is  an effective way to add a label.  Adobe Reader will not
enable you to digitally label documents.  Acrobat is  not the only PDF publishing program, though, and is  not absolutely
necessary.
 
1.Open your PDF transcription and spend a few minutes examining the document to find the best place to add a label.  This
really depends on your best judgment.  Do not label the document or the transcription anywhere that obscures the main text,
formatting, or marginalia.  It is  important to place the label in a location where it will be clearly legible but maintain the
original document’s  general layout.  On this  sample document, the transcriber chose the bottom right corner because the
bottom edge of the page contained less formatted text.
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
2.       Once you have identified a good spot to digitally label the transcription, click "Document" from the menu at the top of
your PDF.  From the drop-down menu select "Headers and Footers," and choose ‘Add.’

 
 
3.       Adobe will now ask you specifically where you would like to add the header or footer.  You will type your citation
information into one of the boxes for "Header" or "Footer" and then use the formatting palette to alter the position.  Adjust the
margin spacing using the up and down arrows until your label appears at the desired location in the small preview. You can
also change the text s ize here.  A fairly small text s ize is  optimal because it decreases the space that the label takes up.

 
 
 
 



 
4. When the only location for labeling a given original document is  dark or black, you can type the label in white text as long as
it is  still readable.  Make the label as small and noninvasive as possible. See below.

 
5. In order to change your label text into white, return to the "Document" menu and select "Headers and Footers" once again. 
Click the box that indicates the current font colour (it will most likely be showing black).  Select white from the drop-down
colour palette that appears.  You are now ready to label in white text..

 
 
 
4.d. Labeling Nonstandard Documents
If you are labeling an especially complicated document with no clear space to label, you can create a blank space by entering
a field of redacted text in white.  Please note that not all PDF writing programs are capable of adding redacted fields.  If your
PDF writer does not have this  option then label the document in black or white text in the best possible location or print a
physical label and rescan the document once you have positioned this  digital label appropriately.  If your PDF writer can
digitally redact areas, proceed with the following steps.  To use the redaction option as a labeling technique you will first need
to identify which documents will require this  type of label.  Documents with photocopy marks or blurry streaks from the



microfilm are good candidates for this  technique.  After identifying such documents, follow the steps below to add a label:
 
1.       Open these images using a PDF writer program that allows you to edit documents. 
 

 
2.       Select "Redaction Properties" under the "Redaction" heading on the "Advanced" menu at the top of the screen.
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
3.       Change the redaction colour to white.

 
4.        Us ing the Advanced menu again, select “Mark for Redaction.”  You can now create a small box with your cursor.  It
will not immediately show up white.  In this  step, you are just indicating where you would like your label to be.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
5.       Select “Apply Redactions” from the Advanced menu. 

 
6.       Your blank space will appear.  You can now add your citation into the box that you created by using the header and
footer process described above.  Generally, you will not need to use this  process to add labels  as most will be more straight-
forward.  Once you have redacted an area you cannot undo the process.  If you are not pleased with the box that appears
after you have selected "Redact" then immediately close the file without saving.  You can then re-open the copy from before
you added redactions to the file and begin again.
 

 
The finished vers ion of this  type of digital label: note that the white text box blocks out enough space to clearly add a label yet
does not obscure any of the original text.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
4.e. Examples of Label Positioning
Below are several examples of where digital labels  can be placed on both original documents and transcriptions. Note that
the labels  do not interfere with the original text or transcription.  The labels  are in clearly vis ible locations, but they are also
offset from the text wherever possible.  Further, the labels  provide complete source information including general location of
the document, volume numbers, file numbers, and reel numbers. 
 

 

 



 
4.f. Manual Labeling
If would prefer to manually label your documents and transcripts or you do not have the software needed to digitally label,
you can physically print labels  and add them to the documents.  When doing so, follow the same general steps that are
outlined above: 
 
1.       Analyze the document or transcription to identify a good place to add a label.
2.       Create a small label with clear and vis ible citation information
3.       Print the label and add it to the document in the best place.
 
You can add physical labels  to your documents and transcriptions using a label printer and its  accompanying software.  Type
the source information into the space provided for adding text to the label:
 
 
Next, print the label and arrange it on your document following the placement guidelines laid out below.  After you have added
physical labels  to your documents, you can scan them again so your digital copies are labelled.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Here is  an example of a manually added label:

 
 
 
 
 
5.      Submission and Storage of Typescripts
As mentioned earlier, a physical copy is  created before the labeling stage.  At the final stage, however, digital copies of all
typescripts are burned onto discs and distributed to all necessary parties.  These discs contain all other relevant claim
information, grouped in a logical and organized fashion.  Proper storage and archival procedures should be followed to
ensure the typescripts, along with other claim documents, are preserved for the future.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5.a. How to Save In-Process Transcriptions
During the drafting stages, organization is  very important.  There are often several ongoing transcriptions at a time, and they
may all be in various stages of completion.  Having a structured folder and document naming system will help keep the
transcription process organized.  Here is  an example of one possible organization style:
 

Folder: Name of Claim/Project
o        Reports (UBCIC specific)

§         Claim Documents
Transcription Required

o        Transcription First Drafts
§         Transcription First Drafts  with Corresponding Reviewed Drafts

o        Transcription Reviewed Drafts
§         Transcription Reviewed Drafts  with finalized vers ions

o        Transcriptions – Finalized
o        Transcriptions  - Labelled and in PDF format

 
A file structure s imilar to this  can easily be adapted to a researcher’s  internal file storage scheme. The key is  that
transcriptions undergo several preparatory steps and the folders need to help track such changes and avoid any confusion or
repetition of work.
 
5.b. Naming Transcription Files
Keeping files uniformly named and consistently organized in a folder system provides overall clarity to the entire transcription
process. Transcriptions should contain the same document number and so that they appear on the document list s ide by
side.  Be sure to name each file with its  document number first, so the files can be easily distinguished when grouped
together. 
 
Here are examples of file names for the various stages:
 

Doc 451 – Transcription First Draft
Doc 451 – Transcription Reviewed Draft
Doc 451 – Transcription Finalized
Doc 451 – Transcription Labelled and in PDF Format

 
These files should also be saved in their appropriate folders to avoid confusion.

 



 
5.c. Documenting Typescripts
Typescripts go onto the document list along with the other claim documents and alongside their original counterpart
 
6.      Transcribers' Notes/Researchers' Notes
Different researchers follow different procedures regarding the type of material that goes into a Transcriber's  Note versus a
Researcher's  Note.  Below are some loose guidelines on on distinguishing when to employ either one.  A Transcriber's  Note
would generally be found within a completed transcription.  A Researcher's  Note would appear in an Endnote Library.
 
6.a. To Appear in Transcription (i.e. “Transcribers’ Notes”)

 i.            Mark ups that impact content (e.g. – if a mark on a page obscures content)
 ii.            Mark ups in the original that reflect content (e.g. – lines or arrows linking text/editorial/added
marginalia)
 iii.            When sections of the original are obscured by binding or other storage practices.
 iv.            When best judgement dictates it is  necessary

 
6.b. To Appear in Document List (i.e. “Researchers' Notes”)

i.            When marks ups do not relate to the or impact the content of the document (eg. Scratches on
microfilm or marks from storage)
ii.            When mark ups are internal to the agency or repository but not relevant to the content (eg, internal
INAC storage markings)
iii.            Transcriber's  name and/or date of transcription

 
 
7.      Marks on Original Document
-          Transcribers should note any marks that appear in the original document in the bibliographic library (eg. Endnote
Library file) so that they appear               on the Document List comments column and in accordance with the guidelines set
out in section C.6. SCB may return documents with even small             marks on them asking if these are on the originals ,
produced by researchers or produced by someone else.
-          If possible, note marginalia where it appears on page.  If not possible, note it at the bottom of the page.  See image
below.
-          Optimally, much of this  work will have been done in the document gathering stage.
 
 
8.      Document Lists and Endnote Library
Keeping source and other citation information organized and accessible is  a vital part of preparing a claim.  Often
researchers use computer programs like Endnote Library to digitally record bibliographic information for each source
collected.  One advantage of such a program is  that once all your data is  entered, you can use it in a variety of different ways
without re-entering the same information.  After the source data has been entered for every original document, for example,
you can use Endnote Library's  Cite While You Write function to add footnotes or endnotes to your final research report. 
Additionally, the researcher can use this  collection of digital bibliographic data to create a document list, a PDF file that
contains bibliographic citation information for all of the original documents used in a final claim.
 
 
8.a. Steps to Making a Document List in Endnote Library
A final Document List will contain the citation information of each document that you use in your final claim or report.  The
researcher can generate a Document List manually by compiling all of the reference information herself or himself.  This
process can also be accomplished in a less labour-intensive manner by using bibliographic or reference computer software
such as Endnote Library.  It is  important to note that all of a researcher's  documents must already have existing reference
entries within the program in order to generate a Document List us ing the steps detailed below:
 
 
 
 
To make a Document List:



First, open the bibliographic data library that contains all of your citation information (eg. an Endnote Library file.)  
Shift-click or control-click to select all of the bibliographic entries that you would like to appear on your document list.  If
you would like every Endnote Library reference within a certain library file to appear on the Document List, you do not
need to go through and select individual entires.  Instead, you can s imply use the Select All function (Ctrl + A).  All of the
items that you have selected should be highlighted in blue. 
Once you have selected your desired items, go to the "File" menu and click "Export"
Export the selected entries to a .txt file and save it to a location on your computer that you can easily access. 
Find the .txt file on your computer, right-click the icon, and move your cursor over "Open with...".  A list of programs
should appear.  Select Microsoft Word from this  list and wait for the list to open as a Word document. 
Finally, once your Document List has opened in MS Word, select "Save As..." from the file menu and save the file as a
PDF.  Microsoft Word will convert the file to a PDF format file at this  point and your PDF Document List is  complete. 
Make sure to save the final PDF vers ion in a logical place so that you will be able to locate the Document List when
needed.

 
D.     For Further Consideration
We recommend that you consider these guidelines as a starting point when transcribing.  Not all documents will fit into rigidly
specific guidelines, which is  why the transcription process is  so difficult.  The transcribers and researchers involved will need
to use their judgement when preparing documents, and through this  process your organization can build its  own guidelines
and training protocols .  In preparing 2 claims for resubmission, the Union of BC Indian Chiefs  Research Department came
across many unique instances and had to deal with these using common sense research practices.  Below, however, we
have provided some hints to help others work through these challenging cases.
 
1. Marks on Documents Requiring Additional Explanation
 
The markings on the below page had to be noted in the transcript itself because the document would not make sense to a
reader without the marginalia.  Further, this  document illustrates that a strict set of guidelines will not always account for the
formatting challenges that you will encounter.  In the example, the lines indicating to read text on the left of the page were
labeled as marginalia ins ide a set of square brackets .

 

 



 

 
In the above example, stamps and seals were noted as marginalia to indicate to the reader that these markings appeared on
the original version of the document.
 


